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Who and what is this paper for?
This paper is for clusters that have joined the New Pedagogies for Deep Learning Global
Partnership. It is the third of a series of guides that are designed to support clusters to
mobilize for New Pedagogies for Deep Learning.
This is an introduction to a user‐friendly set of tools to help drive the implementation of
New Pedagogies for Deep Learning. It will give you a succinct summary of the ‘what’,
the ‘why’, the ‘who’, and the ‘how’.
Some of the tools in this set are for use by Cluster Leads, Capacity Building Leads and
New Measure Leads along with their cluster teams. Others are for use by school
leaders, teachers, or government education agencies.

A cascading model for mobilizing change
The Global Partnership supports Cluster Leads, Capacity Building Leads, and New
Measure Leads, along with their cluster teams, to build the knowledge, skills and
competencies needed to transform learning in their clusters.
Cluster Leaders and their Capacity Teams in turn support and influence schools and
education system leaders to create the conditions necessary for deep learning, and
build the capacity of teachers to shift learning and teaching practices toward the new
pedagogies.

The Collaborative Inquiry Cycle
At every level of the system, the collaborative
inquiry cycle is used to mobilize deep learning
by:






Assessing capacity and system conditions
needed for deep learning
Designing the right approaches to
building capacity and creating those
conditions
Implementing and leading change
Measuring progress, reflecting on what
is working, and changing the approach as
necessary.
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Tools to support deep learning mobilization
This suite of tools includes three rubrics that identify the conditions needed at the
system, cluster, and school levels in order to effectively mobilize deep learning:




Whole System Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric
Cluster Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric
School Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric

There is one New Pedagogies Learning Design Rubric, a New Pedagogies Learning
Design Protocol and a Teacher Self‐Assessment tool to support bringing deep learning
to life.
Finally, it includes a set of six Deep Learning Progressions that can be used to assess
students’ strengths, needs, and progress on each of the six Deep Learning
Competencies:
o Character
o Citizenship
o Collaboration

o Communication
o Creativity
o Critical Thinking

Please note: Leveraging Digital applies across all Deep Learning Competencies
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Who should use the tools, when, and why?
The following table outlines who will use each of the tools listed above.
Tool

Who should use it, when and why

Whole System
Conditions for
Deep Learning
Rubric

The senior government sponsor for New Pedagogies for Deep
Learning, and their team of leaders driving the change
 As soon as possible, to identify which system conditions need to be
created or improved and to design the best approach for doing so
 Periodically, to track progress on building those conditions
 As a useful focus for discussions among themselves, with partners,
and with Cluster Leads and Capacity Building Leads about how best
to lift system conditions for deep learning
System Conditions for Deep Learning ratings will be reported to the
Global Partnership to help identify the most important system‐level
capacity building needs and to track how well the initiative supports
clusters to help systems create the right conditions for deep change.

Cluster
Conditions for
Deep Learning
Rubric

Cluster Leads, Capacity Building Leads, and New Measures Leads
 As soon as possible, to identify which cluster conditions need to be
created or improved and to design the best approach for doing so
 Periodically, to track progress on building those conditions
 As a useful focus for discussions with the Global Director for
Capacity Building about how best to lift cluster conditions for deep
learning
Cluster Conditions for Deep Learning ratings will be reported to the
Global Partnership to help identify the most important capacity
building needs and to track how well the initiative supports clusters to
create the right conditions for deep change.

School
Conditions for
Deep Learning
Rubric

Principals and the team of leaders, parents, and community members
driving the deep learning change
 As soon as possible, to identify which school conditions need to be
created or improved and to design the best approach for doing so
 Periodically, to track progress on building those conditions
Cluster Capacity Building Leads use the aggregated information from
schools to determine where to concentrate their capacity building
efforts, and to track how well capacity is being built.
Cluster New Measures Leads use the aggregated information from
schools to track the effectiveness of the initiative across the cluster.
Whole cluster‐level aggregated evidence will be reported to the Global
Partnership and to those leading deep learning at the system level, so
that they can track how well the initiative is supporting schools to
create the conditions needed for deep learning.
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Tool

Who should use it, when and why

New Pedagogies
Learning Design
Rubric

Teachers and leaders
 Designing learning tasks embedded with new pedagogies that will
deliver deep learning outcomes accelerated and deepened by
digital.
 Periodically, to track progress on building that knowledge and skill
School leaders and change teams can use this information to allocate
resources for teacher professional learning, and to track over time the
effectiveness of and ongoing needs for professional learning in new
pedagogies.
Cluster Capacity Building Leads can use the aggregated information
from schools to determine where to concentrate their capacity
building efforts for the cluster, and to track the effectiveness of
capacity building efforts over time.

New Pedagogies
Learning Design
Protocol

Teachers can use this protocol to guide the development of deep
learning by considering all aspects of deep learning and tracking what
works for who and for whom and why.
The New Pedagogies Learning Design Protocol will be an integral tool
to use within the Collaborative Inquiry Cycle to design deep learning.

Teacher Self‐
Assessment

Teachers can use this tool to identify what support they require to
implement deep learning.

What does each of the tools include?
The following tables outline the dimensions covered in each of the tools.

Table 1. Dimensions covered in the Conditions for Deep Learning Rubrics

Rubric

Dimensions covered

System Conditions for
Deep Learning









Vision & Goals
Leadership
Evaluation & Accountability
Partnerships
Resources
Leveraging Digital
Capacity Building

Cluster Conditions for
Deep Learning









Vision & Goals
New Measures & Evaluation
Leadership
Capacity Building
Partnership
Communications
Leveraging Digital
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Rubric

Dimensions covered

School Conditions for
Deep Learning








Vision & Goals
Leading Deep Change
Creating a Learning Culture
Capacity Building
New Measures & Evaluation
Leveraging Digital

The Conditions for Deep Learning Rubrics have four levels: Limited Evidence, Emerging,
Accelerating and Advanced.

Table 2. Dimensions covered in the New Pedagogies Learning Design Rubric

Rubric

Dimensions covered

New Pedagogies
Learning Design
Rubric






Learning Partnerships
Learning Environments
Pedagogical Practices – learning and teaching strategies
Leveraging Digital

The New Pedagogies Learning Design Rubric has four levels: Limited Evidence,
Emerging, Accelerating and Advanced.

Table 3. New Pedagogies Learning Design Protocol

Stage of the Collaborative
Inquiry Cycle

Dimensions covered

Assess





Deep Learning Competencies
Achievement and Interest Data
Links to National/Local Curriculum

Design






Deep Learning Competencies and Content Areas
Deep Learning Task Design
Deep Learning Success Criteria
Learning Design Elements

Implement the Learning




New Pedagogies
Leveraging Digital

Measure, Reflect & Change




Measure the Learning Outcomes
Reflection & Improvement

This collaborative protocol can be used within the Collaborative Inquiry Cycle to
improve New Pedagogies learning design.
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Table 4. Teacher Self‐Assessment

Teacher Self‐Assessment

Dimensions covered

Dimensions






Learning Partnerships
Learning Environments
Pedagogical Practices – learning and teaching strategies
Leveraging Digital

Teachers can use this tool to identify what support they require to implement deep
learning identified within each of the in each of the dimensions.

Table 5. Dimensions covered in the Deep Learning Progressions

Deep Learning Progression

Dimensions covered

Character






Learning to deep learn
Leveraging Digital
Grit, tenacity, perseverance, and resilience
Self‐regulation and responsibility

Citizenship





A Global Perspective
Understanding of diverse values and worldviews
Genuine interest in human and environmental
sustainability
Leveraging Digital
Solving ambiguous and complex problems in the real
world to benefit citizens



Collaboration







Working interdependently as a team
Interpersonal & team‐related skills
Social, emotional, and intercultural skills
Leveraging Digital
Managing team dynamics and challenges

Communication







Coherent communication using a range of
communication modes
Communication designed for particular audiences
Substantive, multi‐modal communication
Leveraging Digital
Reflection on and use of the process of learning to
further develop and improve communication







Economic and social entrepreneurialism
Asking the right inquiry questions
Leveraging Digital
Considering and pursuing novel ideas and solutions
Leadership for action

Creativity
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Deep Learning Progression

Dimensions covered

Critical Thinking








Evaluating information and arguments
Making connections and identifying patterns
Meaningful knowledge construction
Leveraging Digital
Collaborative knowledge construction
Experimenting, reflecting and taking action on their
ideas in the real world

The Deep Learning Progressions have five levels: Limited Evidence, Emerging,
Developing, Accelerating and Proficient. The arrow placed to the right of Proficient
indicates that learning can go beyond proficient, as we discover and create new
knowledge.

How to make an overall rating for Deep Learning Progressions
Making an Overall Rating for Deep Learning Progressions
Center of Gravity

Start by looking at where the "center of gravity" is for the ratings
within a Deep Learning Progression (i.e., the median and the mode).
This provides an overall rating to "pencil in", but which may be
adjusted after consideration of the steps below.

Outlying Ratings

Look at the "extreme" ratings within the Deep Learning Progression.
These are the areas where the learner has progressed further than
or not as far as the "center of gravity". Are those high or low ratings
on the most important/central aspects of that deep learning
competency, or on aspects that are secondary? Are either of these
significant enough to warrant adjusting the overall rating up or
down? The key here is that strengths in one aspect of a deep
learning competency do not necessarily compensate for weaknesses
in another aspect.

Reflection &
Discussion

Step back and look at the overall picture of strengths and gaps on
this deep learning competency. Does the overall rating on the Deep
Learning Progression make sense and "sit right" given everything you
know about this student's performance in this aspect of Deep
Learning? Would/do other colleagues rate the student differently on
this Deep Learning Progression? Where and why? Discuss the
differences in perspective, explore the reasons behind them, and
deliberate together to come to an overall rating that makes sense
based on the collective knowledge.

Explanation &
Feedback for
Learning

Identify the most important information to be shared with the
student, their parents and families, and others. Work out how best
to weave the information to explain where the student is on this
Deep Learning Progression and why. Where are the most important
strengths and weaknesses? What aspects of this deep learning
competency need to be worked on next, and how do you plan to do
that together?
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Frequently Asked Questions
What is a rubric?
A rubric is a description of what performance looks like at different levels of
effectiveness.
Rubrics have long been used in education for grading student work, such as essays and
assignments. They are also used across multiple disciplines for strengths and needs
assessment, performance appraisal, personnel selection, and for the evaluation of
products, services, portfolios, proposals, projects, programs, and policies.

What is a Deep Learning Progression?
A Deep Learning Progression is a description of what a student’s knowledge and skills
look like at different levels as they develop the Deep Learning Competencies.

Are the rubrics and the Deep Learning Progressions reliable and valid? Why use
Deep Learning Progressions instead of test scores?
The content of the rubrics is based on the cutting‐edge research and practical
knowledge of Dr Michael Fullan and the Directors of the Global Partnership, as well as
other well‐established research from both education and large‐scale change.
To ensure validity, utility, and practicality, these tools will be trialed by 20,000 teachers,
1000 schools, and 10 education systems and clusters around the world. Based on your
feedback, we will be revising and improving the tools so that they are as robust and
user‐friendly as possible.
Unlike many other tools developed in education and the other social sciences, it is not
possible to use existing measures such as standardized tests to validate a purpose‐
designed tool for assessing deep learning.
Standardized tests measure content recall and ability to apply learned procedures.
Deep learning is fundamentally different, involving the creation of knowledge and
solutions in a context where there is no predetermined correct answer. The ‘old’
measures of achievement do not gauge deep learning at all, and cannot be used to
validate such a qualitatively different student learning outcome.

How much evidence do we need to make a rating on the rubrics or the Deep
Learning Progressions?
In general terms, you need enough evidence to justify that the rating is where you have
placed it, rather than one level higher or one level lower.
Use the same “standard of proof” you would ordinarily use in that context as a
professional. As a teacher doing assessment, it is good practice to use a robust mix of
formal and informal evidence from a range of sources. As a leader, one would also use a
range of evidence to inform decisions about where to focus effort and resources.
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As for what evidence to use, draw on those sources that are most feasible and valid for
your circumstances and decision‐making context.

Can we rewrite the rubrics for our own context?
The rubrics have been deliberately written to provide a shared language across the
entire global initiative. We have also attempted to keep the wording sufficiently broad
so that you can interpret in the most appropriate way in your context and for your
learners.
Therefore, we would ask you not to rewrite the rubrics. Rather, please interpret them
in a way that makes sense for your own context.
If you have feedback about concepts or wording that simply do not work in your
context, we would be interested in this feedback as part of the field testing, and will
take it into account as we rework the tools in the next iteration.
Those clusters requiring translations into other languages should please contact the
Global Implementation Director to discuss.

Why do the Deep Learning Progressions have five levels but the Whole System,
Cluster and School Conditions for Deep Learning Rubrics only four?
Rubric methodology best practice dictates that we required enough levels so that
noticeable shifts in performance may be represented by a shift up one or more ratings.
However, too many gradations can make it too time‐consuming to decide on a rating,
and may in fact create an illusion of a level of precision that does not in fact exist in the
real world.
We have developed the rubrics and Deep Learning Progressions to be four and five
levels based on extensive experience with rubrics and learning progressions. These
represent our best estimate of what is going to both valid and practical, and we look
forward to checking this as the tools are rolled out for field testing throughout the
clusters.

The rubrics and Deep Learning Progressions are not very precise about where
the performance cut‐offs are – why not?
These tools have been specifically designed for thoughtful assessment, evaluative
inquiry, and reflective practice by trained educators and experienced leaders.
As professionals, teachers and educational leaders know all too well that simple score
cut‐offs and standardized tests are frequently unable to capture the rich nuances that
we see in learning, teaching, and educational system change.
These rubrics were developed by highly experienced educational and evaluation experts
who understand this reality and designed the instruments to purposefully reflect it.
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Where can I get more information?
For the New Pedagogies for Deep Learning Moving Forward 1 – Getting Started and
Moving Forward 2 – Mobilization please visit the Deep Learning Hub at
http://dlh.newpedagogies.org.
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System Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric
Dimension
Vision & Goals

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Accelerating

Advanced

Deep learning goals are either non‐
existent, weak/unclear, or lost in a
long list of other system goals, so that
they are clearly not a high priority
across the system.
It is unlikely there is any strategy in
place or under development for
achieving the deep learning goals.
Decisions, resourcing and efforts are
substantially misaligned relative to
deep learning.

System goals include several that are
focused on deep learning, but these
do not yet feature prominently as
strategic priorities.
There is a strategy in place or under
development for achieving the deep
learning goals, although it may lack
some clarity or has not yet been well
communicated across the system.
At this stage, there may not yet be a
strategy under development for
diffusing new pedagogies for deep
learning thinking and practices beyond
the initial cluster.
Decisions, resourcing, and efforts are
likely to be not well aligned for
achieving the goals, but discussions
are underway for determining how
best to do this.

A small number of ambitious goals
includes several clearly focused on
deep learning, to:
 Build deep learning competencies
 Infuse the system with new
pedagogies
 Create system conditions to support
deep learning
There is a well‐defined strategy for
achieving the deep learning goals,
which can be clearly articulated at
most but not all levels of the system.
A strategy is being developed for
diffusing new pedagogies for deep
learning thinking and practices beyond
the initial cluster.
Decisions, resourcing, and efforts are
mostly aligned for achieving the goals.

There is a clear moral purpose and a
small number of ambitious goals, all
clearly focused on deep learning, to:
 Build deep learning competencies
 Infuse the system with new
pedagogies
 Create system conditions to support
deep learning
There is a well‐defined strategy for
achieving the deep learning goals,
which can be clearly articulated at
every level of the system.
There is a clear strategy for new
pedagogies for deep learning thinking
and practices beyond the initial
cluster.
Decisions, resourcing, and efforts are
well aligned for achieving the goals.
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System Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Accelerating

Advanced

Leadership

No particular individual within the
education system has been given
responsibility for ensuring system
conditions are aligned to the
successful implemention of the deep
learning initiative.
Senior leaders within the education
system have not yet grasped the
importance of deep learning; as a
result it is still positioned as a
relatively low strategic priority.
There is very little engagement across
the system for deep learning, and the
concepts are not yet well understood.
Opponents of the new approach are
not adequately challenged when they
attempt to disrupt its implementation.

A leader/manager within the
education system has been given
responsibility for ensuring system
conditions are aligned to ensure the
deep learning intiative succeeds, but
this person may not be positioned at a
senior enough level to be able to
effectively lead change.
Several key senior leaders within the
education system have grasped the
importance of deep learning and have
taken the initiative to advocate for its
positioning as a high strategic priority.
There is good initial engagement
across the system for deep learning,
and a growing understanding of the
concepts.
Effective change leadership ensures
any opponents of the new approach
do not disrupt its implementation.

A very senior leader within the
education system has been given
responsibility for ensuring system
conditions are aligned to ensure the
successful implemention of deep
learning initiative.
Senior leaders within the education
system and related sectors have a
strong shared understanding of the
importance of deep learning, and have
made it a high strategic priority on the
government’s educational agenda.
There is a high level of engagement
across the system for deep learning,
and a sound understanding of the
concepts.
Effective change leadership ensures
any opponents of the new approach
do not disrupt its implementation.

The key sponsor/owner of the deep
learning initiative is a senior politician
or the chief executive of the main
government education agency.
Senior leaders in government clearly
see the significance of deep learning
as a way to transform not just the
quality of education but the value
students bring to employers and the
economy once they start participating
as adult members in society.
Leaders articulate this vision for the
future with clarity and conviction.
They show courage, tenacity, and
inspirational change leadership,
challenging the status quo and making
the system realign around the
priorities rather than the priorities
having to sit within the existing
system.
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System Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric
Dimension
Evaluation &
Accountability

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Accelerating

Advanced

Evaluation of the system investment
in deep learning is patchy or consists
of little more than measurement and
metrics, with insufficient attention to
what really needs to be known in
order to drive system change.
At this level, evaluation tends to be
more ritualistic and compliance
focused rather than genuinely
designed for utilization and action‐
ability.

The system investment in deep
learning is systematically evaluated to
ensure good alignment with national
and local priorities and effective
implementation (including the
system’s contribution by creating the
conditions that maximize the chances
of success).
There may be several areas where the
evaluation effort could be improved
to ensure clearer answers to the five
key evaluation questions listed under
‘Accelerating’.
At this level it is likely that evaluation
is not designed or embedded well
enough to ensure the findings are
genuinely used to inform decisions
and to ensure accountability for
creating the system conditions
required for deep learning to succeed.

As the major investor in deep learning,
government makes excellent use of
evaluation that delivers well‐
reasoned, well‐evidenced answers to
the following questions:
1. Are the results (for learners)
success?
2. Are the results for learners
successful enough to justify the
money and effort that went into
achieving them?
3. Is deep learning a game changer,
and is it a good one, for our
country?
4. Does this way of learning and
teaching do a substantially better
job of producing learners exiting
high school who have the kinds of
competencies society and the
economy need?
5. How well are we, as a system,
implementing this major change?

As the major investor in dep learning,
government makes excellent use of
evaluation that delivers well‐
reasoned, well‐evidenced answers to
the questions listed under
‘Accelerating’.
Government uses the evaluation
process and findings to reflect and
learn about what is working, to
accelerate the development of the
system conditions supporting deep
learning and new pedagogies, and to
inform their own approach to change
leadership.
Leaders and others at every level of
the system are held accountable for
creating the conditions needed for the
successful implementation of deep
learning.
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System Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Accelerating

Advanced

Partnerships, Unions,
business, families and
community

The partnership has yet to be
developed, OR
The beginnings of a partnership are in
place but one or more of the following
are evident:
 Dysfunctional relationships
 Lack of trust and transparency
 Poor communication or some voices
being inappropriately silenced

The partnership is starting to emerge,
with the ‘early adopters’ committed
to the overarching vision, and more
contributors gradually being brought
on board.
Good levels of early engagement with
deep learning goals; partner
contributions are gradually moving
from words and enthusiasm to
concrete actions.
Trust and transparency are starting to
emerge, as are agreement on shared
goals and a process for achieving
them.
The partners are beginning a dialogue
that is starting to build a sense of
mutual benefit and mutual
accountability.

The partnership includes a critical
mass of important contributors who
share the overarching vision; there is
still some work to do in bringing a few
more important contributors fully on
board.
Good levels of engagement and active
contributions to deep learning goals
from all or most stakeholders.
Trust and transparency are strong and
growing; there is agreement on
shared goals, and an agreed process
for achieving them.
The partners are building a sense of
mutual benefit and mutual
accountability through increasingly
open and critical dialogue. There may
still be some way to go before all
voices at the table feel genuinely
heard.

The partnership includes all the most
important potential contributors to
the overarching vision.
Deep engagement and active
contributions to deep learning goals
from all stakeholders.
There are high levels of trust and
transparency, good agreement on
shared goals, and an agreed process
for achieving them.
There is a strong sense of mutual
benefit and mutual accountability. The
partnership is characterized by
genuine open and critical dialogue
where all voices are heard.

Resources

Serious misalignment between deep
learning priorities and how resources
are allocated.

A process is underway to align
government policies, programs, and
resourcing to reflect the importance
of deep learning.

Policies, procedures, funding, and
other resources are mostly aligned to
reflect deep learning as a system
priority.

Government policies and programs
are well aligned to reflect the
importance of deep learning, and are
designed and resourced to ensure the
vision comes to fruition.
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System Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric
Dimension
Capacity Building

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Accelerating

Advanced

At this point, the system lacks one or
both of the following:
 A dedicated support system and
people with the skills to help assess
capacity building needs
 Professional learning plan to
systematically influence the building
of the knowledge and skills needed
by teachers and leaders.

Basic structures exist to assess
capacity building needs across the
system but may be used
inconsistently.
Some professional learning is available
across the system, but there is no
systematic process for supporting
sustained (rather one ‘one‐shot’)
professional learning.
Policies focus on individual
development, credentialing, and
evaluation.
There are few models of
implementation or resources such as
coaches to support the learning or
deep application of skills.
There may be some pockets of
collaborative practice but that is not
the norm and the system does not yet
have a mechanism for advancing
collaboration.

A dedicated system is in place,
supported by skilled people, for
assessing needs. Capacity building is
clearly focused on the knowledge and
skills needed to mobilize and sustain
deep learning.
Learning is guided by the
Collaborative Inquiry Cycle.
Professional learning models effective
practices and emphasizes approaches
that build collective capacity.
Policies and practices provide for
learning coaches and facilitators but
may not be consistent or robust.
A system at ‘Accelerating’ stage may
need to work on:
 Effectively building capacity in a
collective way
 Building greater opportunities for
vertical and horizontal
development.

The System has an excellent system in
place for assessing needs and a
comprehensive approach to building
capacity.
Its policies and practices include:
capacity building designed to
incorporate cycles of learning and
application; learning opportunities
that build collective capacity and place
emphasis on collaborative learning.
All of the elements listed under
‘Accelerating’ are well established,
and in addition:
The system has explicit mechanisms in
place to provide ongoing support for
vertical and horizontal development
such as lead facilitators and
showcases of exemplary practices.
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System Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric
Dimension
Leveraging Digital

Limited Evidence
Although some digital elements may
have been used in relation to dep
learning, these were very ‘surface
level’ and did not substantially
contribute to the creation of system
conditions to support the success of
the initiative.

Emerging

Accelerating

Advanced

Digital elements are being used to
enhance the system’s ability to create
the conditions essential for the
success deep learning.
Some benefits are clear, however
there are clearly more opportunities
to gain more value from leveraging
digital.

Digital elements are being used in
powerful ways to substantially
contribute to the system’s ability to
create and sustain the conditions
needed to ensure the success of deep
learning.
Those leading deep learning at the
system level are able to clearly
articulate this, and have further ideas
for leveraging the power of digital.

System wide integration of digital
accelerates and supports the creation
of the system conditions needed to
ensure the success deep learning.
Digital elements are ubiquitous
throughout the system and used in
powerful ways to deepen the quality,
value, and system wide spread of
deep learning.
Digital is used effectively to make
visible and celebrate the progress on
deep learning across the system.
Those leading deep learning at the
system level can clearly articulate how
each digital element has enhanced the
efficiency and value of their work, and
can apply this understanding to new
and different contexts as they arise.
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Cluster Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Accelerating

Vision & Goals

Goals are either non‐existent, unclear,
not sufficiently focused on deep
learning, or too numerous to provide
focus for the cluster.
The strategy for achieving deep
learning goals is either not well
thought out or insufficiently clear to
allow the different schools and
partners across the cluster to
understand and implement it.
Decisions, resourcing, and efforts still
look like the previous status quo, and
are not in alignment with deep
learning.

Deep learning goals exist, but they
may be somewhat ‘lost’ in among a
number of other goals, and/or might
need some sharpening for clarity and
focus.
The strategy for achieving deep
learning goals is reasonably sound, but
may need some tightening or further
clarity in order for the various schools
and partners across the cluster to
bring it to life.
Decisions, resourcing, and efforts
show some shift toward alignment
with the deep learning goals, but
significant realignment is still required
to fully support the deep learning
initiative.

There is a small number of goals that
clearly focus on deep learning as a
priority. However, there is still some
way to go to build a genuine
appreciation of deep learning as a
high priority.
There is a well‐defined strategy for
achieving the deep learning goals,
which can be clearly articulated by
several (but not all) schools and
partners across the cluster.
Decisions, resourcing, and efforts are
showing reasonably good alignment
with the deep learning goals, although
strengthening this would be
advantageous.

There is a clear moral purpose and a
small number of ambitious goals, all
clearly focused on deep learning, to:
 Build deep learning competencies
 Infuse the system with new
pedagogies
 Develop cluster conditions to
support deep learning
There is a well‐defined strategy for
achieving the deep learning goals,
which can be clearly articulated at
every level of the cluster.
Decisions, resourcing, and efforts are
well aligned for achieving the goals.

New Measures &
Evaluation

The cluster does not yet have in place
a good approach for evaluating the
progress and success of deep learning,
at:
 Student level (Deep Learning
Competencies)
 Teacher level (New Pedagogies
Learning Design Rubric)
 School level (School Conditions for
Deep Learning Rubric)
 Cluster level (System Conditions for
Deep Learning Rubric)

Schools and partners across the
cluster have started to implement the
Deep Learning Competency
Framework and Suite of Tools.
Understanding of the Deep Learning
Competency Framework and Suite of
Tools is still developing across the
system, and most schools are not yet
at the point where they have a clear
understanding of where they need to
focus their efforts, nor how well they
are progressing so far.

A systematic approach is in place for
evaluating progress and success for all
schools in the cluster, and most
schools have a reasonably clear idea
of where they need to focus their
efforts, and how well they are
progressing so far.
There is effective blending of
local/national priorities and new
measures for deep learning – and
tracking student achievement against
these.
* ‘Advanced’ clusters will also have all
of the above conditions in place.
‘Accelerating’ clusters may still be
working to improve effective use of
and clarity around the New Measures
Framework.

Schools and cluster partners are using
the deep learning rubrics and learning
progressions to assess the depth and
quality of use of new pedagogies in a
robust and practical way, including
tracking the development of school
and system conditions supporting
deep learning and new pedagogies.
Consistent and effective use of the
Deep Learning Competency
Framework and Suite of Tools by all
schools across the cluster. Deep
learning competency data are used to
gauge student progress in building
these competencies.
Schools and partners across the
cluster have their fingers on how well
they are progressing with the imple‐
mentation and outcomes deep
learning. Evidence is being used to
inform key decisions for change
leadership.*
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Cluster Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Accelerating

Advanced

Leadership

Leaders with both the capability and
commitment to lead the
implementation of deep learning are
few and far between across the
system. In other words, building
leadership capacity will be a high
priority for this cluster.
Engagement in deep learning as a
concept and as an initiative is still
relatively low across the cluster.

There is a critical mass of strong
leaders emerging who have the
commitment to effectively implement
deep learning, and who are well on
the way to building the needed
capabilities.
Engagement in deep learning as a
concept and as an initiative is
emerging and growing across the
cluster.

Good leadership capacity exists both
within schools and across the cluster,
with just a few additional gaps that
need to be filled.
Leaders are committed to deep
learning and are increasingly showing
their ability to lead the learning.
There is a very good level of
engagement across the cluster for
deep learning.

Strong leadership capacity at all levels
(within schools and of the whole
cluster) to shift practice – and a clear
strategy to develop that capacity
across the cluster.
Leaders are the lead learners who
demonstrate high levels of
commitment to deep learning.
There is a high level of engagement
across the cluster for deep learning.

Capacity Building

At this point, the cluster lacks one or
both of the following:
 A dedicated system and people with
the skills to help assess capacity
building needs
 Professional learning opportunities
to build the needed knowledge and
skills

A basic system is in place to help
assess capacity building needs across
the system, although there may be a
need for larger numbers of skilled
people to support this process.
Professional learning opportunities
exist, but may not yet be of the
required quality (e.g., how well they
build understanding of the key
concepts, or their modelling of
effective adult learning practices).

A dedicated system is in place,
supported by skilled people, for
assessing needs and providing
capacity building support for schools.
Capacity building is clearly focused on
the knowledge and skills needed to
mobilize and sustain deep learning for
all (as informed by the new measures
tools).
Processes are widely used for learning
from the Collaborative Inquiry Cycle.
Professional learning models effective
practices
A cluster at ‘Accelerating’ stage may
need to work on:
 Effectively building capacity in a
collective way
 Building greater opportunities for
vertical and horizontal development

The cluster has an excellent system in
place for building capacity across
schools and other partners.
All of the elements listed under
‘Accelerating’ are well established,
and in addition:
Learning opportunities effectively
build collective capacity.
Mechanisms are in place to provide
ongoing support for vertical and
horizontal development – such as
coaches, learning and change
networks, communities of practice.
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Cluster Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Partnership

Partners may have been recruited for
the cluster, but the partnership
ecosystem has yet to establish the
following:
 Agreement on shared goals.
 An agreed process for working
together to achieve those goals.
 Active engagement from the
partners in contributing to the
goals.

A group of partners has been engaged
to work with the cluster, and has
agreed on shared goals and a process
for working together to achieve those
goals.
Active engagement in contributing to
the goals is starting to emerge, but
perhaps not from all partners at this
stage.
An ‘Emerging’ partnership will still be
working on the following:
 Building strong relationships to
allow genuine open and critical
dialogue where all voices are heard.
 Getting all partners engaged in
contributing to deep learning goals.

A strong ecosystem of partners is in
place to support the work of the
cluster, based around agreed upon
goals and processes.
The partnership is characterized by
genuine open and critical dialogue
where all voices are heard.
Partnerships at ‘Accelerating’ level
may still be working to get all parties
equally deeply engaged and actively
contributing to the deep learning
goals.

An effective ecosystem of partners
supports the work of the cluster.
There is a strong sense of mutual
benefit and mutual accountability.
High levels of trust and transparency
are evident across all partnership
interactions.
There is deep engagement and active
contributions to deep learning goals
from all partners and schools.

Communications

The cluster is disseminating
information about deep learning, but
does not yet have communications
system or strategy in place.
Efforts at this level should focus on:
 Deciding which stakeholders need
to receive and provide which
information and for what purpose
 what system and channels need to
be put in place to meet those needs

A good but basic communications
system is in place to keep various
stakeholders up to speed on the
progress and implementation of new
pedagogies.
Opportunities to strengthen the
cluster communication system are
likely to include:
 Incorporation of a wider range of
communication channels and
modes
 Finding ways to better reach a wider
group of stakeholders, including
schools, partners, the community,
and wider system‐level stakeholders

Effective use of appropriate channels,
written and visual materials, and
leveraging of the digital ensures that
all schools, partners, the community,
and wider system‐level stakeholders
are up to speed on progress and
implementation.
Opportunities to strengthen the
cluster communication system are
likely to include:
 Development of multi‐way
communication channels to allow
students, parents, communities,
teachers, and schools to have more
influence
 Sharing successes to build genuine
excitement about deep learning
 Strategies to diffuse practices to
schools beyond the cluster

A highly effective system is in place for
sharing the progress, learning, and
success of deep learning so that it
builds excitement, demand, and
diffusion of practices to schools across
and beyond the cluster.
Multi‐way communication channels
allow students, parents, communities,
teachers, and schools to influence the
thinking and approach to
implementing deep learning.
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Cluster Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric
Dimension
Leveraging Digital

Limited Evidence
Although some digital elements may
have been used in relation to the
implementation of deep learning,
these were very ‘surface level’ and did
not substantially contribute to the
cluster’s ability to deliver on the
implementation and success of the
initiative.

Emerging
Digital elements are being used to
enhance the cluster’s ability to
implement deep learning. Some
benefits are clear, however there are
clearly more opportunities to gain
more value from leveraging digital.
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Accelerating

Advanced

Digital elements are being used in
powerful ways to substantially
contribute to the cluster’s ability to
deliver on the implementation and
success of deep learning.
Cluster leads are able to clearly
articulate this, and have further ideas
for leveraging the power of digital.

Digital elements are ubiquitous
throughout the cluster and used in
powerful ways to deepen the quality
and value of the implementation and
success of deep learning.
Those leading the cluster can
articulate how each digital element
has enhanced the efficiency and value
of their work, and can apply this
understanding to new and different
contexts as they arise.
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School Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Accelerating

Advanced

Vision & Goals

Deep learning goals are either non‐
existent, unclear, or ‘lost’ among a
multitude of other goals.
The strategy for achieving deep
learning goals (if any) is either not well
thought out or insufficiently clear to
allow leaders, teachers, and staff to
understand and implement it.
Decisions, resourcing, systems,
processes, and how time/efforts are
spent still look very like the previous
status quo, and have not yet shifted to
be in alignment with deep learning.

Deep learning goals exist, but they
may be somewhat ‘lost’ in among a
number of other goals, and/or might
need some sharpening for clarity and
focus.
The strategy for achieving deep
learning goals is reasonably sound, but
may need some tightening or further
clarity in order for leaders, teachers,
and staff to bring it to life.
Decisions, resourcing, systems,
processes, and how time/efforts are
spent show some shift toward
alignment with the deep learning
goals, but significant realignment is
still required to fully support the deep
learning initiative.

There are a small number of goals that
clearly focus on deep learning as a
priority. However, there is still some
way to go to build a genuine
appreciation of deep learning as a
high priority.
There is a well‐defined strategy for
achieving the deep learning goals,
which can be clearly articulated by all
leaders and most (but not all) teachers
and staff across the school.
Decisions, resourcing, systems,
processes, and how time/efforts are
spent now show reasonably good
alignment with the deep learning
goals, although strengthening this
would be advantageous.

There is a clear shared moral purpose
and a small number of ambitious
goals, all clearly focused on deep
learning, to:
 Build deep learning competencies
 Support teachers to learn the new
pedagogies
 Develop school conditions to
support deep learning
There is a well‐defined strategy for
achieving the deep learning goals,
which can be clearly articulated by
leaders, teachers, and staff
throughout the school.
Decisions, resourcing, systems,
processes, and how time/efforts are
spent are well aligned for achieving
the goals.

Leading Deep Change

Leaders with both the capability and
commitment to lead the
implementation of deep learning are
still too few within the school. In other
words, building leadership capacity
will be a high priority initially.
Engagement in deep learning as a
concept and as an initiative is still
relatively low across the wider school
community, although some efforts to
inform parents and caregivers may be
underway.

There is a critical mass of strong
leaders emerging within the school
who have the commitment to
effectively implement deep learning,
and who are well on the way to
building the needed capabilities.
Engagement in deep learning as a
concept and as an initiative is
emerging and growing, although
opportunities exist to better engage
teachers, staff, students, parents, and
communities in driving deep change.

There is strong leadership within the
school that is capable, willing, and
working to shift thinking and practice
toward deep learning. There may be
gaps at some levels and/or untapped
opportunities to move to a more
distributed leadership for deep
change.
Leaders are committed to deep
learning and are increasingly showing
their ability to lead the learning.
There is a very good level of
engagement across the school
community for deep learning.
Students, parents, caregivers, and the
community are informed and
engaged, and starting to be more
influential in driving deep change.

There is strong leadership at all levels
of the school that is capable, willing,
and actively working to shift thinking
and practice toward deep learning.
Leaders are the lead learners who
demonstrate high levels of
commitment to deep learning, and
there is a clear strategy to develop,
diffuse, and distribute that leadership
capacity across the school.
There is a high level of engagement
across the entire school community
for deep learning. Students, parents,
caregivers, and the community are
informed, engaged, and influential in
driving deep change.
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School Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric
Dimension
Creating a Learning Culture

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Accelerating

Advanced

The school is primarily geared toward
delivery of a standardized curriculum
for the purpose of getting students to
pass standardized tests.
In general, “the way we do things
around here” is not questioned or
reflected on in a genuine way. For
example, students who are failing are
generally made to repeat the material
until they pass.
Students and teachers in schools like
this tend to be frustrated and
disengaged.

School leaders and teachers are
starting to take time to reflect on their
students’ identities, interests, needs,
and aspirations. They use this as a
starting point to question existing
practices by asking, “How does this
help the learners?”
Although good intentions exist for
reflective learning and an inquiry
process is under way, a school at this
level is likely to still have many
significant ‘un‐discussable’ issues.
School‐level inquiry and learning at
this level is likely to include just
leaders and teachers. Students,
parents, caregivers, and the
community are unlikely to be engaged
as genuine learning partners.

School leaders and teachers
frequently reflect on, review, adjust,
and improve their learning, teaching,
and school leadership practices.
The question “How does this help the
learners?” is high on the agenda; it is
safe to ask, and safe to question even
longstanding practices.
School‐level inquiry and learning
involves leaders and teachers from all
levels across the school. Students,
parents, caregivers, and the
community are engaged in meaningful
ways, but may not yet be fully
influential as learning partners.

A genuine and powerful culture of
learning pervades the entire school
and has become a natural part of “the
way we do things around here”.
Students and teachers learn together;
educators and leaders inquire and
learn together; parents, caregivers,
and the community are influential and
valued learning partners.
Successes are celebrated and shared,
but so are deep learnings when the
results are less than positive and an
opportunity for improvement is
found. Teachers and students alike are
supported for innovating and trying
new things, not all of which will
succeed.
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School Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric
Dimension
Capacity Building

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Accelerating

At this point, the school lacks one or
both of the following:
 A dedicated system and people with
the skills to help assess professional
learning needs
 Professional learning opportunities
to build the needed knowledge and
skills in teachers, leaders, and staff

Basic structures exist to assess
professional learning needs across the
school.
Professional learning opportunities
exist, but often focus on individual
development.
The quality of learning may be
inconsistent or lacking with learning
opportunities viewed as events not a
sustained process.
There are few resources such as
coaches to support the learning or
deep application of skills.
Some teachers may be using
collaborative practices but that is not
the norm. Collaborative practices may
not be tied tightly to learning goals for
students.

A dedicated system is in place,
supported by skilled people, for
assessing teacher professional
learning needs.
Capacity building is clearly focused on
the knowledge and skills needed to
mobilize and sustain deep learning.
Learning is guided by the
Collaborative Inquiry Cycle.
Professional learning models effective
practices and emphasizes approaches
that build collective capacity. Learning
coaches and facilitators may be
available but could be used to fuller
potential.
A cluster at ‘Accelerating’ stage may
need to work on:
 Effectively building capacity in a
collective way
 Building greater opportunities for
vertical and horizontal development
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Advanced
The school has an excellent system in
place for assessing the professional
learning needs of teachers and a
comprehensive approach to building
capacity across the school.
Capacity building is designed to
incorporate cycles of learning and
application within and across the
school, and with other schools.
Learning opportunities effectively
build collective capacity and place
emphasis on collaborative learning.
All of the elements listed under
‘Accelerating’ are well established,
and in addition:
Mechanisms are in place to provide
ongoing support for vertical and
horizontal development – such as
coaches, learning and change
networks, communities of practice.
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School Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Accelerating

Advanced

New Measures &
Evaluation

The school does not yet have in place
a good approach for evaluating the
progress and success of deep learning,
at one or more of the following levels:
 Student level (Learning
Progressions)
 Teacher level (Teacher Self‐
Assessment for Deep Learning)
 School level (School Conditions for
Deep Learning Rubric)

Virtually all teachers across the school
have started to use the Deep Learning
Competency Framework and Suite of
Tools at both of these levels:
 Student level (Learning
Progressions)
 Teacher level (Teacher Self‐
Assessment for Deep Learning)
The schools have started self‐
assessment using the School
Conditions for Deep Learning Rubric,
but may not yet be at the point where
there is a clear understanding of
where to focus efforts, nor a clear
sense of how well deep learning is
progressing so far.

A systematic approach is in place for
evaluating progress and success in:
 Moving students up the Learning
Progressions
 Building teacher capability in the
new pedagogies
 Building the necessary school
conditions for deep learning
As a result, school leaders have a
reasonably clear idea of where they
need to focus their efforts, and how
well they are progressing so far.
There is effective blending of
local/national priorities and new
measures for deep learning – and
tracking student achievement against
these.

All of the criteria under ‘Accelerating’
are clearly evident.
The school is making highly effective
use of new measures and evaluation
to assess the depth and quality of use
of new pedagogies in a robust and
practical way, as well as tracking the
development of school conditions to
support deep learning.
School leaders have their fingers on
how well they are progressing with
the implementation and outcomes of
deep learning. Evidence is being used
to inform key decisions for change
leadership.
Successes are shared and celebrated
to drive excitement about and
commitment to deep learning.

Leveraging Digital

Although some digital elements may
have been used in relation to deep
learning, these were very ‘surface
level’ and did not substantially
contribute to the school’s ability to
deliver on the implementation and
success of the initiative.

Digital elements are being used to
enhance the school’s ability to deliver
on deep learning.
Some benefits are clear, but there are
clearly more opportunities to get
more value from digital.

Digital elements are being used in
powerful ways to substantially
contribute to the school’s ability to
deliver on the implementation and
success of deep learning.
School leaders are able to clearly
articulate this, and have further ideas
for leveraging the power of digital.

Digital elements are ubiquitous
throughout the school and used in
powerful ways to deepen the quality
and value of the rollout of deep
learning.
School leaders and teachers are
crystal clear about how each digital
element has enhanced the efficiency
and value of their work.
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New Pedagogies Learning Design Rubric
A collaborative protocol that can be used within the Collaborative Inquiry Cycle to improve new pedagogies learning design.
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Accelerating

Advanced

Learning
Partnerships

The learning task may not provide
models for a learning partnership. The
teacher may tend to take on a more
directing role, student voice and agency
is limited and families may not be
actively included. The principles of
equity between students, teachers and
family is limited; clear shared goal(s)
across the learning partners may not be
evident and the learning outcomes may
not be transparent to all; success
criteria needs to be made explicit to
students and families in the learning
task.

The learning task includes elements of
students, teachers and families working
in a learning partnership to ensure deep
learning outcomes. Teachers are
starting to take on the role of activator,
student voice and agency is integrated;
there are shared goal(s) for the learning
that students and families support;
there is growing equity in the learning
partnership relationships; learning
outcomes are transparent to students
and families and an increasing
understanding of what learning success
looks like for students is included in the
learning task.

The learning task has a clear strategy
for students, teachers and families to
work in a learning partnership focused
on achieving deep learning outcomes
for all students. These partnerships may
involve peers, external partners and
community resources. Student voice,
agency and contribution to learning
design has been integral; there is equity
in the relationships between students,
teachers and family; learning outcomes,
processes and expectations are
transparent; and there is consensus
among all partners what success looks
like and how it will be measured.

The learning task is a co‐created
partnership between students, teachers
and family, with a clear focus by all of
deep learning outcomes for all
students. The learning partnership
moves beyond the school to involve
external partners, community and
global resources addressing significant
challenges. Student voice, agency and
contribution has been critical to
improving the learning task. The
learning partnership is driven by high
levels of partner equity, transparency,
mutual benefit and accountability.
There are clear collaborative processes
and measures to ensure all partners
know and communicate success.

Learning
Environments

The learning task makes narrow
reference to the learning environment
and only limited learning environment
factors are included. There may be
some advantage taken of a learning
environment that is interactive, deeply
engages and motivates students and
takes account of their learning needs.

The learning task details how an
interactive learning environment is
created that establishes a climate and
culture for learning. In doing so the
learning task includes strategies to
engage most students, but does not
have clear approaches to connect and
build partnerships with and between
students.

The learning task details how an
interactive learning environment is
created that establishes a climate and
culture for learning, which may include
authentic and virtual learning
environments. The learning task
includes strategies to engage all
students in establishing learning
partnerships with and between
students and families, and how this
incorporates student voice as a strong
driver of the way we work together.

The learning task builds on earlier
successes in creating interactive
learning environments where all
students are deeply engaged and
motivated. These include both
authentic and virtual learning
environments. Student voice drives the
way we work together, as do genuine
learning partnerships with and between
students and family. The learning
climate is highly productive with a
positive culture and climate that works
extremely well at supporting deep
learning outcomes for all.
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New Pedagogies Learning Design Rubric
A collaborative protocol that can be used within the Collaborative Inquiry Cycle to improve new pedagogies learning design.
Dimension
Pedagogical
practices – learning
and teaching
strategies

Limited Evidence

Emerging

The learning task includes a traditional
range of pedagogical practices that may
be more teacher directed not taking
into account the needs of students or
families in the learning process.

The learning task includes research
proven pedagogical practices to
advance deep learning goals. The design
includes opportunities for active
engagement but may not be based on
the needs, interests and abilities of all
students.

The learning task does not clearly
articulate success criteria and the range
of assessment mechanisms used to
measure learning outcomes.

There is limited articulation of success
criteria.
Assessment practices are more teacher
directed with limited opportunities for
peer/self‐assessment.

Accelerating
The learning task includes pedagogical
practices that best match the learning
goals and needs of the students.
The learning task uses research proven
models, scaffolds thinking and levels of
complexity and personalizes learning.
The learning task engages students
through choice and authentic tasks to
ensure appropriate challenge and
maximization of learning potential.
Students see themselves as emerging
partners in the learning design process.
The learning task engages students in a
range of assessment approaches with
rapid cycles of self and peer feedback to
promote metacognition and self‐
regulation. Learning success criteria is
clearly articulated.

Leveraging Digital

The learning task includes student
access and use of digital, however use
of digital is focused on lower level or
shallow use. This may be limited in
place and time, not taking into account
the individual needs, approaches and
abilities of the learners. While there
may be some use of digital to provide
feedback, there is limited alignment to
increasing precision in learning
feedback that accelerates deep learning
competency development.

The learning task includes students
using digital to access timely and
accurate learning feedback to
accelerate their learning and improve
learning outcomes. The learning task
enables learning anytime, anywhere
with anybody in flexible modes that are
aligned to individual and group learning
needs, and increases engagement and
motivation. Digital is used to scaffold
learning processes and generate new
digital learning artefacts.
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Extends level 2 with the learning task
including students using digital to
design ways to generate timely and
accurate learning feedback that informs
deep learning processes with a focus on
working within learning partnerships.
The learning task enables deeper levels
of deep learning competency
application and deeper levels of learner
reflection and meta‐cognition. Digital is
used to share new knowledge within
the learning group.

Advanced
The learning task includes all elements
of level 3 and extends through co‐
creation of the learning task with
students and families. The design
ensures student voice and agency are
activated, and that families are a critical
element in supporting the deep learning
outcomes to be achieved.
The learning task models the new
pedagogies by merging research proven
pedagogies with emerging pedagogies
that leverage digital to deepen and
accelerate learning.

Extends level 3 with the learning task
including students in deepening their
own learning and competency
development by innovating on the ways
that digital may be used to deepen
learning and create new knowledge.
Digital is used to iteratively and
collaboratively inform and innovate on
the use of digital to improve and
accelerate learning processes and
outcomes. Digital is used to share new
knowledge, processes and innovations
within and beyond the learning group.
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New Pedagogies Learning Design Protocol
A collaborative protocol that can be used within the Collaborative Inquiry Cycle to improve new pedagogies learning design.
Stage of the Collaborative
Inquiry Cycle

Questions/Input to Consider

Assess ‐ use the Deep Learning
Competency Framework to
identify student progress,
strengths and needs. Combine
with student achievement and
interests to establish learning
goals.

Deep Learning Competencies

Your Notes, Documents & Links

Where are students on the Deep Learning Progressions? What
evidence are you using to make good professional judgments?
Achievement and Interest Data
What are students’ knowledge, skills, interests and needs? How are
you capturing this information?
Links to National/Local Curriculum
What national/local curriculum goals and standards should be
incorporated?

Design ‐ work with peers,
students and families to use the
Deep Learning Progressions to
design deep learning tasks
steeped in a real world problem
or challenge of relevance to the
learners.

Deep Learning Competencies and Content Areas
Which deep learning competencies are you targeting for this
learning task?
What content areas will provide the problem/challenge context?
Deep Learning Task Design
What is the driving question?
How will students and family be engaged in designing the learning
task?
Deep Learning Success Criteria
How will students be engaged in designing/understanding the
learning criteria and assessment methods?
Is their role clear?
Learning Design Elements
How will you create a learning partnership with students and
family?
Is the learning design steeped in a real world problem of relevance
to the learners?
How will you focus on development of Deep Learning
Competencies?
How will you leverage digital to accelerate and deepen the learning?
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New Pedagogies Learning Design Protocol
A collaborative protocol that can be used within the Collaborative Inquiry Cycle to improve new pedagogies learning design.
Stage of the Collaborative
Inquiry Cycle

Questions/Input to Consider

Implement the Learning ‐
implement the deep learning
task, leveraging digital to
accelerate and deepen learning.

New Pedagogies

Your Notes, Documents & Links

How will you build meaningful collaboration through learning
partnerships?
How are you optimizing the learning environment for success?
How will you build rapid cycles of student self/peer formative
assessment to accelerate the learning?
Leveraging Digital
How will you leverage digital to accelerate and deepen the learning?

Measure, Reflect & Change – use
a range of evidence to measure
the outcomes of the learning and
effectiveness of the design so
that you can reflect on what
works and what can be
improved.

Measure the Learning Outcomes
How will products and performances be assessed?
How will you provide summative feedback and to whom?
Reflection & Improvement
What structures and processes will you use to reflect on the
learning task implementation and outcomes – individually and with
peers?
How will you collaboratively go about changing and improving this
learning task?
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Teacher Self‐Assessment
Dimension

New Pedagogies

Learning Partnerships

Take the role of activator of learning

Don’t Feel
Confident

Emerging
Confidence

Very
Confident

Able to
Develop in
Others

Create transparent learning goals and expectations in partnership with students and families
Use collaborative processes and measures to engage families with student learning and communicate progress
Learning
Environments

Create a learning environment that is interactive and student centered
Use a range of tools and processes to assess student interests, talents and academic needs
Build a climate and culture for learning anytime/anywhere with any learner
Intentionally build collaborative work processes and social skills
Use student voice as a driver for learning design and improvement
Use strategies to engage and motivate students to accelerate and deepen learning
Use strategies to build partnerships with students and families

Pedagogical Practices

Design learning tasks and processes using evidence based models and practices
Design deep learning tasks that scaffold thinking and levels of complexity
Use strategies to develop the deep learning competencies
Use a variety of learning and assessment strategies to scaffold and personalize the learning process
Provide student choice to increase engagement and motivation
Engage students in rapid cycles of self and peer feedback to promote metacognition

Leveraging Digital

Foster student innovation to use digital to deepen learning, create knowledge and apply digital in innovative ways
Use digital to increase engagement and motivation
Scaffold learning processes using digital
Enable connecting and collaborating locally and globally
Enable authentic and rich contexts for learning
Foster student access to digital that enables timely and accurate feedback for learning
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Character Deep Learning Progression
Learning to deep learn, armed with the essential character traits of grit, tenacity, perseverance, and resilience; and the ability to make learning an integral part of
living.
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Developing

Accelerating

Proficient

Learning to deep
learn

Learners are not yet able to
articulate what it is they need
to learn and why, and therefore
need to rely on teachers to
explore with them and design
appropriate learning tasks. At
this level, they need significant
teacher guidance in order to
reflect on their own learning
processes and understand what
is working well for them and
what is not.

With appropriate guidance,
learners are able to identify
their own interests, their
current knowledge and skill
base, what they need to learn
next, and why. They are able to
work with a teacher to choose a
topic and find or create an
opportunity that will allow them
to learn what they need. They
are learning to see errors and
feedback as opportunities to
learn.

Learners have a good basic
ability to identify their own
interests, their current
knowledge and skill base, what
they need to learn next, and
why. With minimal guidance,
they can choose a topic of their
own and create/design a
project that will provide good
opportunities for them to learn
what they need. They welcome
feedback as an opportunity to
learn, and use it to improve
how they approach their
learning.

Learners are skilled at working
out what they need to learn
next and finding or creating the
kind of opportunity that will
allow them to do so. During the
learning process, they reflect on
how well they are building
needed knowledge and skills,
seeking feedback as needed,
and can either rework the
current learning experience or
better design the next one to
ensure that effective learning
occurs.

Learners are highly skilled at
finding and creating their own
learning opportunities in ways
that help them build the
knowledge and skills they will
need to succeed in life – and to
create worthwhile solutions
that impact life, work, and the
world. They actively seek out
feedback and use it to better
understand how well their
thinking patterns and
approaches to learning are
helping them grow.

Leveraging Digital

Although learners used some
digital elements during the
learning process or to present
findings, these were very
‘surface level’ and did not
substantially contribute to
either feedback loops or the
team’s ability to reflect on the
learning process.

Learners used digital
opportunities to capture
feedback and encourage
reflection on the learning
process in ways that could not
have been done otherwise.
They may have made feedback
loops more efficient or faster,
but are unlikely to have
significantly enhanced the value
of what was learned from this
reflection.

Learners used digital aspects
effectively to improve feedback
loops and opportunities to
reflect on the learning process.
At this level they may not be
able to articulate clearly how or
why this helped, but the
benefits are evident in the work
outputs.

Learners can clearly articulate
how infusing digital elements
enhanced their ability to learn
from and reflect on the learning
process. They also have
reflections about how they
might do this even better in
future contexts.

Learners used digital elements
ubiquitously throughout the
task in powerful ways to
provide timely feedback and
deepen the efficiency, quality,
and value of the learning
process. Learners can articulate
in detail about how each digital
element has helped them
reflect on the learning process
in ways that could not have
been achieved otherwise, and
apply that understanding to
new and different contexts.
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Character Deep Learning Progression
Learning to deep learn, armed with the essential character traits of grit, tenacity, perseverance, and resilience; and the ability to make learning an integral part of
living.
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Developing

Accelerating

Proficient

Grit, tenacity,
perseverance, and
resilience

Learners tend to become
discouraged or give up when
faced with challenges,
unexpected problems, or
negative feedback when trying
to complete a task, experience
or action. This seriously impacts
their ability to work through the
challenge and find a solution.

Learners still need significant
support and encouragement to
deal with setbacks, negative
feedback, and difficult
challenges on deep learning
experiences, task or action.
They are starting to show some
grit and resilience, but tend to
lose momentum unless
supported though these points.

Grit, tenacity, perseverance,
and resilience are developing in
the way learners approach and
complete their deep learning or
experience and deal with
challenges. Although a major
setback or some negative
feedback may ‘throw’ them at
times, they deal well with small
to moderate challenges
pausing, reflecting, thinking of
new solutions, and persisting
until they find a breakthrough.

Grit, tenacity, perseverance are
clearly evident in the way
learners approach and
complete their deep learning
experience tasks. When faced
with even a major setback or
unexpected negative feedback,
they pause, reflect, and
approach the issue with
determination, pushing until
they find a breakthrough.
Learners are able to articulate
how and why these character
qualities are essential for life
and work.

Learners have highly developed
grit, tenacity, perseverance, and
resilience. This allows them to
work – and support others to
work – through challenges,
experiences and setbacks
effectively. Feedback is sought
out and used as an opportunity
to learn. Learners at this level
understand the importance of
these character qualities as
essential for creating
meaningful change in life, work,
and the world.

Self‐regulation and
responsibility for
learning

When given a deep learning
experience, learners look for a
lot of direction and structure,
expecting to be given rather
than create a plan. They look to
the teacher for guidance at
almost every major decision
point.

Learners are starting to build
their skills in planning and
making choices and decisions
about their work, including the
what, how, when, who, and
where of how they will
approach their learning. At this
level learners need significant
guidance to get started and
work through major decisions.

Learners are increasingly taking
responsibility for their own
learning, both as individuals and
in groups. With occasional
support, they are able to plan
their approach to tasks, monitor
their own progress, reflect on
and improve the quality of their
work as they do it.

Learners have strong
capabilities in self‐regulation
and taking responsibility for
their own learning. They are
able to think effectively, make
decisions for themselves, and
take ownership of their
learning.

Learners are highly capable in
self‐regulation, and proactively
take responsibility for their own
learning. They can clearly
articulate how self‐regulation
and responsibility affect how
well they are able to create
worthwhile solutions that
impact life, work, and the
world. They see learning as an
integral part of life.
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Citizenship Deep Learning Progression
Thinking like global citizens, considering global issues based on a deep understanding of diverse values and worldviews, and with a genuine interest and ability to
solve ambiguous and complex real‐world problems that impact human and environmental sustainability.
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Developing

Accelerating

Proficient

A global perspective

Learners have a primarily local
or national view of the world,
and show little interest in or
understanding issues and
perspectives of people beyond
their own region or country.

Learners are starting to explore
or show interest in global
issues, considering them from
different viewpoints as they try
to understand causes and
consequences.

Learners show an interest in
actively engaging with the
world and the problems it faces,
and to help improve social
justice and sustainability. They
have a clearer sense of peace
and conflict, global
interdependence, and the
inequities and injustices that
exist in the world.

Learners actively engage in
thinking about and taking
action, both individually and
collectively, on issues with
global implications. They
understand their place in the
world and that a global
perspective is part of everyday
local life in small villages and
large cities all over the world.

At this level, learners think and
act as global citizens. They have
a belief that people can make a
difference in the world, and
they actively engage in making
this happen.

Understanding of
diverse values and
worldviews

Learners have considerable
difficulty understanding,
accepting, and appreciating the
perspectives‐ including political,
economic, religious etc., of
people in cultures different
from their own. They tend to
see the world from their own
perspective.

Learners are starting to show
some awareness of their own
identities and cultures, and
understand a few of the
differences from cultures other
than their own. At this level
they still need significant
guidance to understand and
accept other ways of thinking.

Learners are developing a sense
of their individual and cultural
identities, and know how this
affects the way they see the
world. With guidance, they are
learning to understand and
respect other worldviews
through this lens.

Learners genuinely care about
the planet and its people, and
show active concern for the
other people they share it with.
They have an open‐minded
curiosity about different
cultures and worldviews that is
rooted in a strong awareness of
their own.

Learners use their
understanding of their own and
others’ cultures to consider
global issues in relation to
diverse values and worldviews.

Genuine interest in
human and
environmental
sustainability

Learners have a low level of
awareness and caring about
environmental issues, and tend
to see them as someone else’s
problem.

Learners are starting to
recognize how each person’s
actions impact the
environment. With guidance
they are able to design
solutions that incorporate this
concept. At this level learners
are likely to be interested their
local environment.

Learners have a good
appreciation of the importance
of the environment in our very
survival as human beings in the
wider world and are starting to
build these concepts into their
inquiry and the solutions they
generate.

Learners have a sound
appreciation of the importance
of the environment for human
survival, and are skilled at
generating environmentally
sustainable solutions that affect
the planet and its inhabitants.

Learners have a strong view of
environmental issues and their
importance. They infuse this
perspective into their work,
culminating in positive action
for human and environmental
sustainability.
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Citizenship Deep Learning Progression
Thinking like global citizens, considering global issues based on a deep understanding of diverse values and worldviews, and with a genuine interest and ability to
solve ambiguous and complex real‐world problems that impact human and environmental sustainability.
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Leveraging Digital

Although learners may have
used some digital elements for
exploring global issues, these
were very ‘surface level’ and did
not substantially contribute to
understanding or to the quality
of what was produced.

Learners used digital
opportunities to understand the
global and multicultural nature
of the issues in ways that could
not have been done otherwise.
They may have provided access
to useful content, but are
unlikely to have significantly
enhanced the quality of the
solutions developed.

Solving ambiguous
and complex
problems in the real
world to benefit
citizens

Learners still have a low level of
comfort working with real‐
world issues, opportunities,
challenges and problems. They
have a strong preference for
tasks that have been framed
and structured for them, rather
than the open‐ended or
ambiguous.

Learners are starting to develop
some comfort with open‐ended,
real‐world challenges. They still
need some guidance to work
out where to start, but a level of
comfort with ambiguity is
definitely emerging.

Developing

Accelerating

Proficient

Learners used digital aspects
effectively to improve global,
cultural, and environmental
elements of the learning
process. Digital opportunities
were also used to tailor
solutions for a global and
multicultural audience in ways
that contributed to
sustainability and social justice
in their parts of the globe.

Learners can clearly articulate
how infusing a digital element
has enhanced the global,
cultural, and environmental
elements of the learning
process. Digital was used to
create a more global, culturally
relevant, equitable, just, and
environmentally sustainable
solution that will benefit
humans and the planet.

Digital elements are ubiquitous
throughout the task and used in
powerful ways to deepen the
global, cultural, and
environmental elements of the
learning process. Learners can
articulate in detail about how
each digital element has
enhanced the quality of the
product or solution and its
contribution to equity, justice,
and sustainability in different
cultures and parts of the globe,
and apply that understanding to
new and different contexts.

Learners have developed a
moderate level of comfort with
open‐ended, real‐world
challenges. They require only
some very broad parameters to
get started on the task, and
have a good but developing
ability to work with ambiguity.

Learners are comfortable with
and interested in real‐world
challenges that affect local and
global citizens, and where there
are high levels of ambiguity and
no predetermined solution.

Learners have a high level of
comfort and interest in tackling
real‐world problems that are
open‐ended and unstructured,
in which they have to create a
perspective or way of looking at
the issue rather than have one
framed for them.
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Collaboration Deep Learning Progression
Work interdependently and synergistically in teams with strong interpersonal and team‐related skills including effective management of team dynamics and
challenges, making substantive decisions together, and learning from and contributing to the learning of others.
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Developing

Accelerating

Proficient

Working
interdependently as
a team

Learners either work
individually on learning tasks or
collaborate informally in pairs
or groups but do not really work
together as a team.
Learners may discuss some
issues or content together, but
skip over important substantive
decisions (such as how the
process will be managed), which
has significant adverse impacts
on how well the collaboration
works.

Learners work together in pairs
or groups and are responsible
for completing a task in order
for the group to achieve its
work. At this level, tasks may
not be well matched to each
individual’s strengths and
expertise, and group members’
contributions may not be
equitable.
Learners are starting to make
some decisions together, but
may still be leaving the most
important substantive decisions
to one or two members.

Learners decide together how
to match tasks to the individual
strengths and expertise of team
members, and then work
effectively together in pairs or
groups. Learners involve all
members in making joint
decisions about an important
issue, problem, or process, and
developing a team solution.

Learners can articulate how
they work together in a way
that is interdependent and uses
each person’s strengths in the
best possible way to make
sound substantive decisions and
develop ideas and solutions.
Interdependent teamwork is
clearly evident in that learners’
contributions are woven
together to communicate an
overarching idea and/or create
a product.

Learners demonstrate a highly
effective and synergistic
approach to working
interdependently in a way that
not only leverages each
member’s strengths but
provides opportunities for each
to build on those strengths and
learn new skills.
This includes ensuring that
substantive decisions are
discussed at a deep level that
ensures each team member’s
strengths and perspectives are
infused to come to the best
possible decision that benefits
all.

Interpersonal and
team‐related skills

Although learners may help
each other on tasks that
contribute to a joint work
product or outcome,
interpersonal and team‐related
skills are not yet evident.
Learners do not yet
demonstrate a genuine sense of
empathy or a shared purpose
for working together.

Learners report and
demonstrate a sense of
collective ownership of the
work and show some
interpersonal and team‐related
skills. The focus is on achieving
a common or joint outcome,
product, design, response or
decision, but at this level the
key decisions may be taken or
dominated by one or two
members.

Learners demonstrate not only
good interpersonal skills and
collective ownership of the
work; an active sense of shared
responsibility is also evident.
From beginning to end, the
team listens effectively,
negotiates and agrees on the
goals, content, process, design,
and conclusions of their work.

Learners can clearly articulate
how joint responsibility for the
work and its product or
outcome pervades the entire
task. Strong skills in listening,
facilitation, and effective
teamwork ensure that all voices
are heard and reflected in the
ways of working or work
product.

Learners take an active
responsibility, both individually
and collectively, for ensuring
that the collaborative process
works as effectively as possible,
that each person’s ideas and
expertise are used to maximum
advantage, and that each work
product or outcome is of the
highest possible quality or
value.
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Collaboration Deep Learning Progression
Work interdependently and synergistically in teams with strong interpersonal and team‐related skills including effective management of team dynamics and
challenges, making substantive decisions together, and learning from and contributing to the learning of others.
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Developing

Accelerating

Proficient

Social, emotional,
and intercultural
skills

Learners have a basic sense of
awareness about themselves
and how their behavior affects
others. They tend to see things
only from their own
perspective. In some cases, this
may inhibit their ability to form
positive relationships.

Learners have a growing
awareness of who they are,
where they fit in the world, and
how their behavior affects other
people. This self‐awareness is
starting to provide a base for
better understanding of how
other people’s emotions and
viewpoints differ from their
own.

Learners have good awareness
of who they are and where their
own perspective comes from.
Self‐awareness and listening
skills allow them to better
understand and empathize with
the emotions and viewpoints of
others, moving beyond
‘tolerance’ or ‘acceptance’ to
genuinely valuing perspectives
quite different from their own.

Learners have a strong sense of
self, understand where their
own perspective comes from
and how it differs from others’.
They listen carefully, empathize
with the emotions and
viewpoints of others, and use
these to enrich their own
learning. As a team member,
they work effectively in ways
that support, encourage,
challenge, and grow not just
themselves, but others as well.

Learners have highly developed
social and emotional skills
grounded in a clear sense of
their individual and cultural
identity. They communicate
well across cultures and
disciplines, work effectively in
teams, and form positive
relationships. The skills they
have developed in perspective‐
taking and empathy,
understanding someone else’s
perspective – and changing
their behavior as a result –
clearly enhance team
functioning.

Leveraging Digital

Although learners use some
digital elements for the task,
these were very ‘surface level’
and did not substantially
contribute to the quality or
output of the collaboration.

Learners used digital
opportunities to facilitate
shared ways of working, in ways
that could not have been done
otherwise, although they are
unlikely to have significantly
deepened the collaborative
process.

Learners used digital aspects
effectively to encourage
interdependent work, speed up
feedback, accelerate innovation
cycles, and deepen the nature
of the collaboration among
members.

Learners can clearly articulate
how infusing a digital element
has facilitated interdependence,
deepened the nature of the
collaboration, built a better
sense of shared responsibility,
and improved the team’s ability
to make substantive decisions
together.

Learners used digital elements
ubiquitously throughout the
task in powerful ways to
deepen the quality of
collaboration and encourage
innovation. Learners can
articulate in detail about how
each digital element has
accelerated and enhanced the
team’s learning and can apply
that understanding to new and
different contexts.
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Collaboration Deep Learning Progression
Work interdependently and synergistically in teams with strong interpersonal and team‐related skills including effective management of team dynamics and
challenges, making substantive decisions together, and learning from and contributing to the learning of others.
Dimension
Managing team
dynamics and
challenges

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Developing

Accelerating

Proficient

Learners mishandle team
challenges in one of two ways:
(a) They get deeply invested in
their own viewpoint, lack the
empathy to hear or learn from
others, and have difficulty
suspending judgment to
genuinely listen to others’
views; or
(b) They avoid conflict by
deferring to others’ views
instead of sharing their own or
will change their views quickly
in the face of inappropriate
peer pressure.
As a result, the team gets ‘stuck’
in conflict or may move forward
in the wrong direction or one
that the team does not share.

At this level, learners still need
guidance to forge and maintain
positive working relationships
and to resist inappropriate peer
pressure. They are starting to
take a more considered
approach to dealing with
disagreements, asking each
member to share their
perspective and discussing any
differences. They are only just
beginning to dig beneath those
differences to identify what
underpins them, which makes it
difficult to resolve issues
effectively and without
unnecessary conflict.

Learners generally work quite
effectively in a team, although
they are likely to need help with
conflict resolution,
inappropriate peer pressure,
and other challenging issues
from time to time. They are
developing the ability to
identify what underpins their
own and others’ points of view.
They are getting better at
clearly and respectfully
expressing their own
viewpoints, listening to and
learning from others. They still
need to better “pick their
battles” in order to ensure in‐
depth discussion on relatively
minor issues doesn’t hold up
team progress.

Learners are more skilled at
identifying what underpins their
own and others’ points of view.
They “pick their battles” in
deciding what to debate. They
are building both courage and
clarity to express their own
viewpoints, listen to and learn
from others. They are becoming
skilled at exploring different
opinions in ways that contribute
to the learning of others
without holding up team
progress.

Learners have a deep
understanding of what
underpins their own and others’
points of view, the courage and
clarity to effectively express
their own viewpoints, and the
empathy to hear and learn from
others. They respectfully
explore different opinions in
ways that enrich both their own
and others’ learning and
thinking and allow the team to
move forward in the direction
that the team identifies.
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Communication Deep Learning Progression
Communicating effectively with a variety of styles, modes, and tools (including digital tools), tailored for a range of audiences.
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Developing

Accelerating

Proficient

Coherent
communication
using a range of
communication
modes

Learners’ skills in
communication require
significant development. They
may struggle with incoherence
and/or tend to restrict their
communication to one
particular mode (e.g., written,
texting, verbal, visual).

Learners are starting to
understand, select and use a
range of communication modes
and tools, but still need
significant guidance in this area.
Their communication makes
reasonable sense and uses
more than one mode, but some
of the ideas may still be lacking
in coherence.

Learners understand, select and
use a range of communication
modes and tools to produce
coherent communication i.e.
communication that makes
sense and reflects coherent and
connected ideas, not a single
simple thought.

Learners are becoming skilled
choosing a range of
communication modes and
tools to get their messages
across. Connected and coherent
thought is evident across the
full range of communication
modes used.

Learners are able to clearly
articulate how and why they
make smart choices about
communication modes and
tools to get their message
across. They are highly skilled in
communicating in a coherent
and connected way.

Communication
designed for
particular audiences

Learners still struggle to put
themselves in the shoes of the
intended audience. They tend
to use styles, modes and tools
of communication that are most
familiar and comfortable to
themselves.

Learners are starting to develop
the skills to select the content,
communication style, language,
modes and tools they will use to
tailor their communication to
the needs, preferences and
context of that specific
audience. At this level a lot of
guidance is still required, and
the design process is quite
formalized.

Learners are building a better
understanding of the different
types of audiences they need to
reach. They have good skills to
compose and produce
communication for a particular
audience, designing it
appropriately to achieve
maximum understanding,
relevance and meaning for that
audience.

Learners take the time to get to
know the audience prior to
designing their communication.
Learners understand that
messages are ‘heard’ differently
depending on the life
experiences people bring to the
message. They have a good
understanding of how to tailor
communication for a range of
audiences so that it is heard,
understood, and adds value to
each audience. They seek
feedback, alter and tailor their
communication.

Learners are highly skilled at
identifying what excites,
motivates, or worries a
particular audience, so that
they can make the audience
care about the message. At this
level, they use their knowledge
and intuition to work out when
and how to challenge the
audience to think beyond the
status quo. Learners have a
range of strategies to create
memorable messages that will
‘stick’ in the minds of the
audience and change the way
they think and/or act.
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Communication Deep Learning Progression
Communicating effectively with a variety of styles, modes, and tools (including digital tools), tailored for a range of audiences.
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Developing

Accelerating

Proficient

Substantive, multi‐
modal
communication

Learners are struggling to
effectively communicate the
findings and implications of
their tasks. Communications are
likely to be fragmented rather
than woven, coherent, and
substantive.

Learners are beginning to
weave different elements of
their thinking and turn them
into a more coherent message.
They are starting to use more
than one mode of
communication, such as visual
images, soundtracks and spoken
word, for example, in film or
digital presentations.

Learners are considering and
integrating multiple issues,
components or perspectives
into their content. Their
thinking is becoming more
substantive because they have
to analyze, synthesize and
integrate multiple ideas into a
coherent whole. They regularly
use several modes of
communication to get the
messages across in the best
way.

Learners are skilled at using
multiple strategies to weave
diverse threads of information
together to create an integrated
whole that makes sense to their
audiences. They leverage the
right mix of appropriate tools
that will best communicate
each kind of idea, designed in
ways that will connect with
their audience, capture their
attention, and leave them with
the important messages.

Learners understand the
communication task as a
synthesis and weaving of
interconnected ideas into a
coherent and integrated whole.
They know what the big idea is
and the best way to convey it,
utilizing the right mix of tools
and ways of communicating.
They skilfully blend a mix of
surprise, intrigue, fact, humor,
and practical elements to
connect with, hook, and retain
the audience’s attention, and
deliver a clear and compelling
call to action.

Leveraging Digital

Although learners used some
digital elements for
communication during the
learning process or to present
findings, these were very
‘surface level’ and did not
substantially contribute to the
quality, reach or speed of
communication either within
the team or with the audience.

Learners used digital
opportunities for
communication during the
learning process and/or to
deliver the key messages to
intended audiences in ways that
could not have been done
otherwise. They may have made
communication more efficient,
broader or faster, but are
unlikely to have significantly
enhanced the quality of
communication.

Learners used digital aspects
effectively to improve both the
efficiency and quality of
communication during the
learning process. Digital
opportunities were also used to
tailor communication of key
concepts to different audiences,
in ways that enhanced their
understanding and retention of
key ideas and concepts.

Learners can clearly articulate
how infusing a digital element
has enhanced the
communication aspects of the
learning process as well as the
quality and value of how key
learnings were communicated
to specific audiences. Digital
was used to create a more
memorable message likely to
‘stick’ in the minds of the
audience and lead them to take
action.

Learners used digital elements
ubiquitously throughout the
task in powerful ways to
deepen the efficiency, reach,
quality and value of
communication throughout the
learning process, both within
the team and with other
audiences. Learners can
articulate in detail how each
digital element has enhanced
communication in ways that
increase the likelihood that the
audience would take action and
apply the team’s learnings, and
be able to apply that
understanding to new and
different contexts.
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Communication Deep Learning Progression
Communicating effectively with a variety of styles, modes, and tools (including digital tools), tailored for a range of audiences.
Dimension
Reflection on and
use of the process of
learning to further
develop and
improve
communication

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Developing

Learners work together with
little or no conscious reflection
about their communication and
how well it is working. At this
level, they are unlikely to use
clear protocols for
communicating with each other,
but rather let the
communication process emerge
naturally.

Learners are starting to
establish and follow good
communication protocols for
working together. With
guidance, they are learning to
reflect on their communication
processes, learn from what
worked well and what didn’t,
and make improvements.

Learners are developing the
ability to monitor, manage, and
improve their communication
throughout each task. These
learnings result in better and
more effective communication
as tasks progress, and in
successive tasks.
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Accelerating
Learners are skilled at
monitoring, managing,
reflecting on and improving
their communication
capabilities and skills. At this
level, they are able to use
multiple perspectives to
anticipate and manage for
communication challenges
before they occur and finding
ways to improve the team’s
functioning, including diverse
and multidisciplinary teams.

Proficient
Learners are highly skilled and
reflective communicators who
proactively monitor the
effectiveness of communication
and reflect on it carefully from
multiple perspectives. They find
powerful ways to maximize the
effectiveness of their
communication, especially in
diverse and multidisciplinary
teams. At this level, teams are
skilled and intuitive in finding a
synergistic way of working
together that helps ideas flow
and minimizes communication‐
related disruptions.
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Creativity Deep Learning Progression
Having an ‘entrepreneurial eye’ for economic and social opportunities, asking the right inquiry questions to generate novel ideas, and leadership to pursue those
ideas and turn them into action.
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Developing

Accelerating

Proficient

Economic and social
entrepreneurialism

Learners have not yet
developed an ‘entrepreneurial
eye’ for spotting opportunities
to create value or meet needs,
whether social or economic.

With guidance, learners are
beginning to develop an
entrepreneurial way of looking
for a need, problem, or
opportunity in the world that
they might be able to solve in a
way that generates economic
and/or social benefits.

With practice, learners have
developed a keener
‘entrepreneurial eye’, and are
now able to find opportunities
to solve real problems in ways
that deliver both social and
economic benefits. They are
becoming more skilled at
bringing together a team of like‐
minded individuals to bring
their ideas to life.

Learners have a strong
entrepreneurial drive to find
worthwhile solutions that meet
social needs and are
economically viable. They can
visualize what the future could
be like and are skilled at finding
ways to bring talents together
to create something to fulfil real
needs or create opportunities
for a better life. Their
entrepreneurial spirit embodies
innovation, risk taking, vision,
and a can‐do attitude.

Learners at this level have a real
talent for identifying
opportunities to create
economic and social value by
solving important real‐world
problems or finding unrealized
opportunities. They have a
relentless drive to question the
status quo and imagine
completely new futures where
lives are better and the world is
changed. They are able to look
across the talents and resources
around them to see who and
what they need to bring
together to make it happen.
And they do.

Asking the right
inquiry questions

Learners will engage with a
topic, but still struggle to
generate significant questions
that would inspire deep
exploration of real‐world issues
or problems.
They may be able to design an
inquiry process if questions are
defined for them, but are not
yet at the point where they can
create the questions
themselves.

Learners are beginning to
generate important inquiry
questions to identify authentic
needs and opportunities, define
real‐world problems, and design
ways for inquiring into them.
At this level, they still need
significant guidance and
support (e.g. co‐constructing
questions with a teacher),
although the skills are clearly
emerging.

Learners have skills in
identifying authentic real‐life
issues and problems and can
pose good inquiry questions for
authentic purposes.
Problem definition or inquiry
design/ approach is still
developing at this stage.

Learners’ skills in inquiry are
well established. They are able
to identify real‐world and
controversial issues; define the
challenge; seek out multiple
perspectives; and generate
essential questions,
provocations, and wonderings.
They have acquired important
thinking and learning‐how‐to‐
learn processes and skills;
significant human values,
dispositions and attitudes; and
the ability to design an inquiry
process to understand the issue
in its real‐world context.

Learners have developed a high
level of skill in framing problems
and posing questions and
wonderings that open up
thinking and possibilities. They
actively generate, work with,
and grapple to understand ‘big
ideas’ using a range of
important thinking processes
and skills.
They ask questions that
challenge and disrupt the
‘status quo’ and have a
genuinely curious and open‐
minded approach to defining
and exploring real‐world issues.
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Creativity Deep Learning Progression
Having an ‘entrepreneurial eye’ for economic and social opportunities, asking the right inquiry questions to generate novel ideas, and leadership to pursue those
ideas and turn them into action.
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Developing

Accelerating

Proficient

Leveraging Digital

Although learners used some
digital elements during the
creative process or to present
findings, these were very
‘surface level’ and did not
substantially contribute to the
efficiency of the process or the
quality of the creative products
produced.

Learners used digital
opportunities to identify and
pursue creative ideas in ways
that could not have been done
otherwise. They may have
made the creative process more
efficient or faster, but are
unlikely to have significantly
enhanced the value of what was
created as a result.

Learners used digital aspects
effectively to improve the
creative elements of the
learning process. At this level
they may not be able to
articulate clearly how or why
this helped, but the benefits are
evident in their work.

Learners can clearly articulate
how infusing digital elements
enhanced their ability to
develop creative ideas and to
lead the work more effectively
to create action. They also have
reflections about how they
might do this even better in
future work.

Learners used digital elements
ubiquitously throughout the
task in powerful ways to find
and develop creative ideas and
support effective leadership for
action. Learners can articulate
in detail about how each digital
element has helped them build
more creativity into their work
in ways that could not have
been achieved otherwise, and
can apply that understanding to
new and different contexts.

Considering and
pursuing novel ideas
and solutions

Learners are still in the mindset
of looking for a pre‐determined
or existing solution rather than
coming up with original
approaches or designs and
testing them out to see what
works. They may also
inappropriately dismiss others’
ideas.

Although learners’ thinking is
grounded in knowledge of
existing solutions, they are not
fixed to one particular way of
thinking, and are learning to be
more innovative with some
guidance and prompting.
Learners are using a limited
range of thinking and creativity
strategies (such as
brainstorming) to generate
some innovative solutions that
look outside the box, e.g.,
finding a new application for
something that exists in another
space. They may still be working
to find genuine value‐adding
innovations.

Learners are starting to move
out of their comfort zones to
use divergent and outside‐the‐
box thinking to identify and
evaluate promising ideas.
They are developing good skills
in a range of thinking and
creativity strategies, e.g.,
brainstorming, SCAMPER,
Synectics, cognitive organizers,
attribute listing, and ‘What if’
possibility thinking. They use
these to create innovative
solutions that are original and
that create or add value.

Learners’ exhibit good divergent
thinking that questions the
status quo. They are skilled in a
wide range of thinking and
creativity strategies, which they
use to generate innovative
possibilities. They actively
consider and pursue ideas that
are innovative, maverick,
and/or risky, including long
shots.
They are good at encouraging
and considering other people’s
ideas; finding the gems in even
really unusual solutions. An
increasing sense of the
practical, real‐world dimension
ensures that solutions clearly
address the root causes of the
problem and add genuine value.

Learners at this level have an
eye not just for novel ideas but
for solutions and ways of
thinking that could be game
changers. They have good
instincts for how to pursue
these ideas all the way to
fruition.
Learners are highly skilled at
outside the box, creative and
innovative thinking that works
in the real world, makes a
difference in people’s lives, and
improves quality for people,
environment, and economy.
Solutions have clearly been
thought through from multiple
perspectives.
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Creativity Deep Learning Progression
Having an ‘entrepreneurial eye’ for economic and social opportunities, asking the right inquiry questions to generate novel ideas, and leadership to pursue those
ideas and turn them into action.
Dimension
Leadership for
action

Limited Evidence
Learners at this level are
unlikely to have the skills or
confidence to bring together
other people to make a vision
into a reality.

Emerging

Developing

Accelerating

Proficient

Learners are starting to develop
some leadership skills, and are
able to take responsibility for
particular parts of a task or
experience. However, they are
not yet confident to lead an
entire deep learning task or
experience from beginning to
end.

Learners are developing good
skills in action‐oriented
leadership, including making
good decisions about who to
include on their team, how best
to manage their roles so as to
balance out competing
interests. They are able to see
the vision of what success will
look like, and they know what it
will take to make it happen,
how to fit it all together.

Learners have strong skills in
leadership for action and a can‐
do attitude that others respond
to positively. They organize
things so that the way forward
is clear and all members can
work in ways that leverage their
strengths and interests while
building the skills and
knowledge they need to
achieve the desired outcome.

Learners are skilled at
challenging the status quo and
still bringing people with them
to create deep change. In
addition to having solid action‐
oriented leadership skills,
learners at this level have
genuine courage to pursue a
task, and they inspire and excite
people about it. They have a
“make it happen” attitude and
the perseverance and vision to
lead a task or experience all the
way through to outcomes,
negotiating any minefields
along the way.
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Critical Thinking Deep Learning Progression
Critically evaluating information and arguments, seeing patterns and connections, constructing meaningful knowledge, and applying it in the real world.
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Developing

Accelerating

Proficient

Evaluating
information and
arguments

Learners at this level may be
skilled at finding information on
a particular topic (e.g. through
an internet search or by asking
experts). However, they have
difficulty discerning whether
that information is trustworthy,
relevant, or useful. Similarly,
learners at this level struggle to
spot flaws in the premises,
assumptions, reasoning, and/or
conclusions of logical
arguments.

Learners have good information
search skills and some useful
‘filters’ that allow them to
discern whether information is
trustworthy, relevant, and
useful. They are learning how to
evaluate logical arguments to
identify unfounded
assumptions, flawed premises,
logical leaps, faulty reasoning,
and unjustified conclusions, but
skills in this area are still just
emerging, as is their ability to
explain their thinking processes.

Learners have skills in
determining whether
information is trustworthy,
relevant, and useful. They
understand how to evaluate
logical arguments to identify
unfounded assumptions, flawed
premises, logical leaps, faulty
reasoning, and unjustified
conclusions. They are beginning
to be able to explain their
thinking processes.

Learners are skilled at
determining whether
information is trustworthy,
relevant, and useful. They are
also able to evaluate logical
arguments to identify
unfounded assumptions, flawed
premises, logical leaps, faulty
reasoning, and unjustified
conclusions.
They can explain their own
reasoning, but not yet in a way
that demonstrates clarity of
thinking and insight.

Learners are skilled at
determining – both logically and
intuitively – whether
information is trustworthy,
relevant, and useful. They are
skilled evaluators of logical
arguments and can identify
unfounded assumptions, flawed
premises, logical leaps, faulty
reasoning, and unjustified
conclusions. Further, they can
clearly and concisely explain
their own reasoning in ways
that make sense to others and
show good insight and clarity of
thinking.

Making connections
and identifying
patterns

Learners are able to see
relatively simple patterns and
connections, particularly when
they are pointed out.
However, at this level students
are unlikely to realize
interdisciplinary connections,
e.g., that a concept, a learning
process, or one curriculum area
is connected to another.

Learners are developing their
ability to seek, access, explore
and learn from multiple
sources, diverse perspectives
and viewpoints to expand
thinking toward greater
understanding, coherence and
appreciation.
They are starting to see
patterns and make connections,
e.g., seeing the whole, not just
the parts. At this level, they still
require guidance and support to
do this well.

Learners can make connections
between significant ideas,
topics, questions, issues, and
thinking and learning processes
they are working with. They are
also making some connections
across artificial ‘boundaries’,
such as: classes, communities
and cultures; time: past,
present, future; one or more
key learning areas; different
disciplines.

Learners are able to articulate
the importance of identifying
patterns and connection‐
making across ‘artificial’
boundaries, especially across
disciplines. They know that this
reflects and strengthens their
understandings of the inter‐
connected nature of learning
and of the world and how it
works.

Learners are skilled in making
connections, identifying
patterns and seeing
relationships.
At this level, they are well
equipped to construct deep
understanding and to navigate
the massive sea of knowledge
effectively in an inter‐
connected global world.
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Critical Thinking Deep Learning Progression
Critically evaluating information and arguments, seeing patterns and connections, constructing meaningful knowledge, and applying it in the real world.
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Developing

Accelerating

Meaningful
knowledge
construction

Learners may be skilled
consumers and reproducers of
information, but still struggle to
engage in meaningful
knowledge construction; their
approaches to tasks still reflect
a “guess what is in the teacher’s
head” or a “guess what is in the
textbook” mind set, and need
considerable prompting and
guidance to take their learning
beyond this.

Learners begin each deep
learning experience by
exploring what they already
know and believe about a topic,
and use this as the starting
point for new learning.
Knowledge construction does
occur, but is still rather ‘surface
level’, e.g., limited to
interpretation, with little use of
analysis, synthesis, or
evaluation. Learners at this level
are still building their critical
thinking and reasoning skills.

Learners are able to find
different points and pathways
into learning that activate,
assess, and build on their
existing knowledge and beliefs.
They have good skills in
interpretation and analysis of
information, and are able to use
this to construct meaningful
knowledge, but usually only
within one discipline at a time.
Synthesis and evaluation skills
are generally still developing.

Learners are able to articulate
how they actively create
knowledge that is new and
usable to them.
They are able to interpret,
analyze, and synthesize and
evaluate information from two
or more disciplines or
perspectives, make meaningful
connections between new ideas
and their prior knowledge, and
clearly understand why the
learning is important, and how
this will help them now or in the
future.

Learners have strong critical
thinking and reasoning skills,
including interpretation,
analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation.
Knowledge construction is
deep, insightful,
interdisciplinary or connected
across multiple perspectives,
and characterized by sound
practical and critical thinking.
Learners also use their skills to
reflect on, evaluate, and
improve their own learning
processes, products, and
outcomes.

Leveraging Digital

Although learners used some
digital elements for the task,
these were very ‘surface level’
and did not substantially
contribute to the generation of
significant questions, the
construction of new knowledge,
the making of connections,
developing ways of thinking
together or the application to
new contexts.

Learners used digital
opportunities to generate
questions, find patterns, use as
a tool for developing thinking
together and make connections
in ways that could not have
been done otherwise, although
they are unlikely to have
significantly deepened their
critical thinking.

Digital aspects were used by
learners to effectively generate
significant lines of inquiry,
explore the topic across
multiple disciplines, identify
patterns and connections,
deepen their critical thinking,
(utilizing) digital as a tool for
thinking together and find new
contexts for application of the
new knowledge.

Learners can clearly articulate
how infusing a digital element
has enhanced thinking together
and critical thinking as well as
the products or outcomes
produced. They can generate
their own digital tools to
support critical thinking tasks.

Learners use digital elements
ubiquitously throughout the
task in powerful ways to
deepen the quality and value of
thinking together and critical
thinking. Learners can articulate
in detail about how each digital
element has enhanced their
ability to think critically and
apply that understanding to
new and different contexts.
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Proficient
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Critical Thinking Deep Learning Progression
Critically evaluating information and arguments, seeing patterns and connections, constructing meaningful knowledge, and applying it in the real world.
Dimension

Limited Evidence

Emerging

Developing

Accelerating

Proficient

Collaborative
knowledge
construction

Learners maybe skilled at
knowledge construction
individually and may collaborate
on tasks however they don’t yet
genuinely engage in thinking
together.

Learners are beginning to
collaboratively think and work
with others to construct new
knowledge. They are starting to
identify their collective
cognitive strengths.

Learners think and work
together in ways that spark new
thinking and original ideas that
are more powerful than the
sum of individual ideas. They
actively build on each other’s
thoughts and ideas to create
new ideas and knowledge.

Learners think and work
together in a synergistic way
that sparks breakthrough
thinking and powerful ideas
rooted in collectively shared
cognition. They effectively use
tools to support more effective
shared thinking. This is
becoming a preferred way of
thinking around complex tasks
and concepts.

Learners think and work
together with a powerfully
synergistic shared cognition
that is almost intuitive. The new
knowledge created leverages
both individual and collective
expertise, and the quality of the
shared thinking ensures that
new knowledge is highly
applicable to the real world.
They can articulate how they
‘think together’ to improve
results.

Experimenting,
reflecting and taking
action on their ideas
in the real world

Learners still tend to see the
task and solutions within their
own world and struggle to see
any wider implications from
their learning. At this stage they
still need significant guidance to
help them think through how to
test out ideas in the real world.
With minimal help, they may be
able to apply new knowledge to
the context from which it was
drawn, but will need significant
prompting and guidance to
consider applications
elsewhere.

Learners are starting to develop
basic skills for experimenting
with different ideas and
learning what works.
They are also learning to think
about real‐world applications
for what they have learned,
supported by a teacher who
actively scaffolds their thinking
about transfer. They are
beginning to apply their
learning in different contexts.

Learners are developing the
ability to apply logic and
reasoning, draw conclusions
and design a course of action,
evaluate procedures and
outcomes. They are able to
adapt, extend or customize
their new knowledge for new,
specific situations/contexts;
apply what they have learned to
real‐world challenges or
problems; and apply what they
have learned to their own lives.

Taking account of key themes,
constraints and criteria, learners
engage in a process of
experimentation to develop
rough plans and prototypes and
test them out in real‐world
settings.
They are able to articulate the
importance of transferring or
applying their new knowledge
appropriately to new and
authentic situations and
settings – and can explain how
they conduct their own further
analyses to identify where else
this could be applied, and work
out how. Along the way, they
seek and use feedback to
develop improved iterations,
using error and mistake‐making
as opportunities to learn.

Learners have a strong ability to
apply critical thinking, logic, and
reasoning to evaluating their
ideas. They also reflect well on
their own processes, and work
out how to transfer knowledge
into new contexts and take
action that makes some
difference, based on what they
discovered. They have likely
identified processes that are
particularly effective for
identifying and evaluating ideas
for creative applications of the
knowledge in new contexts.
Further, they can demonstrate
how this helps them look at
what they have learned in a
new way that deepens their
learning.
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